Augmented Reality Future Step Visualization for Robust Surgical Telementoring
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Surgical telementoring connects expert mentors with trainees performing urgent care in austere environments. However, such environments impose unreliable network quality, with significant latency and low bandwidth. We have developed an augmented reality telementoring system that includes future step visualization of the medical procedure. Pregenerated video instructions of the procedure are dynamically overlaid onto the trainee's view of the operating field when the network connection with a mentor is unreliable.

METHODS

Our future step visualization uses a tablet suspended above the patient's body, through which the trainee views the operating field. Before trainee use, an expert records a “future library” of step-by-step video footage of the operation. Videos are displayed to the trainee as semitransparent graphical overlays. We conducted a study where participants completed a cricothyroidotomy under telementored guidance. Participants used one of two telementoring conditions: conventional telestrator or our system with future step visualization. During the operation, the connection between trainee and mentor was bandwidth throttled. Recorded metrics were idle time ratio, recall error, and task performance.

RESULTS

Participants in the future step visualization condition had 48% smaller idle time ratio (14.5% vs. 27.9%, P < 0.001), 26% less recall error (119 vs. 161, P = 0.042), and 10% higher task performance scores (rater 1 = 90.83 vs. 81.88, P = 0.008; rater 2 = 88.54 vs. 79.17, P = 0.042) than participants in the telestrator condition.

CONCLUSIONS

Future step visualization in surgical telementoring is an important fallback mechanism when trainee/mentor network connection is poor, and it is a key step towards semiautonomous and then completely mentor-free medical assistance systems.
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Surgical telementoring provides guidance to a trainee surgeon from a remote expert, enabling the trainee to deliver urgent, specialized care. Surgical telementoring is particularly useful in austere environments where distance limits the availability of necessary expertise. Examples include treating at forward operating base combat trauma injuries, providing immediate specialist care in rural environments, and connecting surgeons in developing countries with mentors from around the globe. Telementoring can also benefit surgical training with simulators, especially when it is costly or difficult for an expert to be physically present and to interact with each of a large number of trainees.

In recent years, telementoring has seen advances because of the use of augmented reality (AR), which can overlay graphical information authored by a remote mentor directly onto a trainee surgeon's view of the operating field. Such approaches have shown the important advantage of reducing the trainee's need to shift focus away from the operating field during a procedure.

However, the network connection itself remains a pressing issue. The austere environments where telementoring is most valuable are also those where wireless Internet connections are often suboptimal. In such conditions, audiovisual transmission can be intermittent and vary greatly in latency and bandwidth during the course of a medical procedure. Mentor instructions may be garbled, delayed, or even completely lost at the moment when a trainee needs guidance. Overcoming this issue requires fallback mechanisms at the trainee site, where the trainee can still have some access to the necessary knowledge when the connection to the mentor is poor.

In this article, we present a novel method for visualization in AR telementoring that allows the trainee to visualize future steps of a surgical procedure independently of the quality of the connection to the mentor. This is in contrast to conventional AR interfaces, which only provide support for the current step of a procedure. This “future step visualization” illustrates to the trainee what the operating field will appear like after a future step of an operation has been completed, by superimposing prerecorded videos of future steps of the procedure directly onto the trainee's view of the operating field. The videos have been background subtracted and recorded from the trainee's viewpoint, which reduces visual misalignment between real and virtual content (although some minor misalignment does persist because of anatomical variation between the recordings and
the real operating field). The trainee can view the videos when the connection to the mentor is lost or delayed. Previous work has demonstrated the value of standardized step-by-step video clips of procedures for surgical training and mentoring but has not integrated it into either a telementoring or AR context; visual information was still displayed to trainees on nearby monitors and not in context of the trainee’s view of the operating field.5

FIGURE 1: Prototype of our AR telementoring system, used here with a cricothyroidotomy simulator. The trainee looks at the patient simulator through the AR display that superimposes onto the simulator a visualization of future steps of the procedure, here the initial incision.

We have implemented a prototype that visualizes the future steps of a cricothyroidotomy from stored knowledge, and we have validated it in a user study in which participants performed a cricothyroidotomy on a patient simulator under telementored guidance from a remote expert. Participants interacted with one of two systems: our telementoring system with visualization of future steps or a conventional telestrator. During the procedure, the network connection between trainee and mentor was randomly interrupted to replicate poor network connectivity. The idle time ratio, recall error, and task
performance were recorded for participants in each condition and analyzed after the experiment.

METHODS

In this section, we first describe our method for adding future step surgical instruction to a telementoring system by using AR. We then describe the experimental design of a user study to validate our method in the context of a telementoring session under poor networking conditions.

VISUALIZATION OF FUTURE STEPS

We have implemented future step visualization onto an existing telementoring platform called the System for Telementoring with Augmented Reality (STAR). The platform consists of a trainee system, which transmits live imagery of the operating field to a mentor and which receives mentor annotations, and a mentor system, with which the mentor views the operating field remotely and authors annotations that are sent to the trainee. In this article, we focus solely on the details of the trainee system because they relate to the novel feature of future step visualization.

Figure 2 illustrates the addition of future step visualization at the trainee site. A tablet is held in a fixed position above the patient's body such that the trainee can see the screen when looking down at the operating field and can move their hands freely between the tablet and the patient's body. The tablet contains an onboard video camera; during operation, the tablet displays live video frames onto the tablet's screen. In this way, the trainee can view the patient's body and their own hands by looking “through” the tablet like a window and perform each step of the procedure.
During an operation, the trainee system is connected via a wireless network connection to a remote mentor system. The mentor system is a full-size interaction table, which displays the live video feed from the trainee's tablet; the mentor can view the trainee's operating field and draw graphical annotations (such as lines and icons of surgical instruments) using the interaction table's touch-screen interface. The annotations are transmitted back to the trainee tablet system, where they appear superimposed onto the trainee's view of the operating field.

During the operation, the tablet can display contextual visual instruction as AR overlay videos, which visualize future steps of the procedure. A set of videos are prerecorded and stored in a knowledge base before use, in which an expert user performs the same procedure on a patient simulator or on a cadaver. These videos are recorded from the same relative viewpoint as the trainee's tablet camera. The videos show each stage of the operation, including the position of the expert's hands and any surgical instruments. The videos are segmented into individual video clips representing each step of the procedure, and any background imagery is subtracted using green screening. The videos are either preloaded onto the trainee's tablet before the operation (for standalone use) transmitted in the background from the mentor to the trainee during the telementoring call,
so the trainee can access them without needing a live, robust Internet connection. Figure 3 illustrates frames from these videos, in the context of a cricothyroidotomy.

FIGURE 3: Prerecorded videos of an expert performing a simulated cricothyroidotomy used to provide a visualization of the steps of the procedure to the trainee: locating the cricoid cartilage (1), performing the skin incision to expose the cricoid (2), retracting the skin to expose the cricoid (3), performing the cricoid incision (4), inserting the breathing tube in the cricoid incision (5), and connecting the ventilation bag to the tube (6).

When using the telementoring system, the trainee can select each pregenerated video clip from the knowledge base to be automatically overlaid onto the live video frames of the trainee's operating field. The video clips appear as semitransparent overlays on the tablet screen, so the trainee can see their own hands and surgical instruments and also those of the expert mentor as the expert performs that step of the procedure. Because the videos were captured from the same viewpoint as the trainee's tablet camera, the imagery appears overlaid onto the actual patient's body, as if the virtual expert was interacting with the patient. In this way, the trainee can view how an expert would perform
each step of the procedure and can follow along with their own hands and surgical instruments.

The trainee system’s user interface allows the trainee to interact with the video instructions. The trainee can toggle the visibility of the visual instructions off (without virtual guidance) or on (to gain additional instruction). On-screen buttons allow the trainee to quickly navigate between each step of the procedure and visualize whichever stage is relevant to the trainee. The trainee can also adjust the overlaid videos’ brightness and contrast to make the instructional videos more salient in different lighting conditions. The transparency level of the overlaid video is set to 50% by default, but the trainee can also adjust the transparency level with on-screen controls to see more or less of the instructional overlays. If the overlaid video appears misaligned on the patient’s body, the trainee can use standard multitouch controls (pan/rotate/scale) to align the overlay.

USER STUDY

To evaluate the effectiveness of a telementoring system with visualization of future steps in the context of a nonrobust network connection, we conducted a study in which participants performed tasks under telementored guidance with an unstable connection. Participants were tasked with completing a cricothyroidotomy on a patient simulator under one of two conditions: conventional telestrator-based telementoring (Telestrator) or telementoring using a visualization of future steps (STAR). The goal of the experiment was to compare the trainee's idle time ratio, recall error, and surgical performance, under the two conditions.

Twenty participants (10 female, 10 male) without previous medical training were recruited from Purdue University to act as trainees in our user study. Table 1 lists baseline characteristics of the participants. Participants had a mean age of 25.5 years, (SD = 2.2 years). The study was reviewed and approved by the Purdue University Institutional Review Board; written participant consent was acquired for each participant before the study.
For both conditions (telestrator and STAR), the participant was located in a room with a patient cricothyroidotomy simulator on a table. In another building, a member of the research team who was trained in mentoring a cricothyroidotomy was connected with the trainee by using the mentor side of our telementoring system. An audio connection was set up so that the trainee participant and the remote mentor could speak with each other. In the conventional telestrator condition, participants received visual mentor instruction via a nearby monitor in front of them, which displayed imagery of the operating field overlaid with visual mentor instructions. In the STAR condition, participants had a tablet placed above the operating field, which displayed the same imagery of the operating field with mentor instructions.

Figure 4 illustrates the system architecture during the experiment. Participants were tasked with completing a cricothyroidotomy under remote telementored guidance. Participants were not given training in the steps of the procedure beforehand; only training on how to use the surgical instruments was given. To simulate intermittent network issues, bandwidth limiting software was introduced into the mentor/trainee network.
connection. At pseudo-random intervals, bandwidth was automatically limited, resulting in drops of audiovisual quality between the mentor and the trainee. Communications were interrupted using a normal random distribution around two means, where the connection switched between unimpaired (mean of 40 seconds) and impaired (mean of 15 seconds). The restricted connection made it almost impossible for the trainee to understand what the mentor was saying; visual information between mentor and trainee was similarly distorted. Participants were informed beforehand that network interruptions were a possibility but were not informed of the specific metrics being measured.

**FIGURE 4: System architecture during the user study.**

**TELESTRATOR CONDITION**

Figure 5 shows the telestrator condition of the user study. In this condition, a screen was positioned in front of the trainee, which showed visual guidance from the remote mentor to the trainee. The guidance consisted of a set of annotated images, which the trainee could view via screen sharing. These images illustrated each step of the procedure and were augmented with animated line annotations.
STAR Condition

Figure 6 shows the STAR condition of the user study. In this condition, participants viewed the patient simulator by looking through a tablet preloaded with our future step visualization of a cricothyroidotomy procedure. The tablet system superimposed annotations (lines and icons of surgical instruments) that were drawn and transmitted in real time by the mentor. At any time, the trainee could switch to the future step instruction provided by the tablet.
FIGURE 6: Experiment setup for the future step visualization telementoring condition.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION

Each participant was video recorded while completing the procedure. After completion, participants also answered a questionnaire in which they described each of the steps of the procedure they had completed.

The number of times a participant in the STAR condition used the future step visualization feature was recorded. A team member observed the video recordings of the participant and counted each time a participant used the tablet’s touch screen either to start an animation or to change which step was currently visualized. In the event of misalignment between the video overlay and the real operating field, any user repositioning of the animation on screen was not counted as an interaction.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two telementoring methods. The independent variable was the telementoring method (conventional telestrator or STAR using visualization of future steps). The dependent variables were idle time ratio, recall error, and performance score.

IDLE TIME RATIO

We define idle time ratio as the ratio between the total time trainees remained idle (not doing any action) and the total time taken to complete the procedure. This metric indicates how much time was wasted because of faulty communications experienced by participants.

RECALL ERROR

Recall error describes the error of participants when describing from memory each step of the procedure. Before the experiment, a ground truth text of each step of the procedure was defined. Each text description was a collection of important words relevant to that step (e.g., “open retractor,” “connect bag pump check”). After completing the procedure, each participant wrote a description of each step of the procedure. In subsequent analysis, each description was interpreted as a vector of words and the Levenshtein vector distance between what each participant wrote and the ground truth was
calculated.\textsuperscript{7} This method, known as “bag-of-words similarity,” determines the similarity between texts by quantifying the textual changes that must be performed to transform a given text into a target text.\textsuperscript{8} In this vector space, lower distance means that participants' descriptions included more target keyboards for each step, indicating that participants could recall more of the relevant information than participants having a higher distance. The distance was taken to be that participant's recall error.

**PERFORMANCE SCORE**

This metric represents how well the participant performed each step of the procedure. Two team members, trained in performing cricothyroidotomy procedures, independently assessed each participant's performance as captured on video, and the Cronbach $\alpha$ measurement of internal consistency was recorded between the two raters.\textsuperscript{9} Because video footage of the operating field shows the presence or absence of the tablet in the STAR condition, raters were unavoidably not blinded with respect to participant group. The assessment followed the United States Marine Corps Emergency Cricothyroidotomy Steps (FMST 1418), assigning a score (0–3, 0 being the lowest) depending on how well the instruction was performed.\textsuperscript{10}

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

A statistical analysis was conducted to compare two sampled populations: participants using the STAR condition and participants using the telestrator condition. The normality assumption of the data was confirmed using a Shapiro-Wilk test.\textsuperscript{11} After this, a Levene test was run, which determined that variances between populations were not significantly different, and a $t$ test using pooled variance was used to find statistically significant differences between the two sampled populations.\textsuperscript{12} Continuous data were summarized as mean (micro) ± standard deviation (sigma). Outliers were detected based on distance from the first or third quartile exceeding 1.5 times the interquartile range.\textsuperscript{13} For the recall error metric, one outlier was removed from the telestrator condition, giving nine for the telestrator condition and ten for the STAR condition. No outliers were removed for the rest of the metrics, giving ten per condition.
RESULTS

Figure 7 illustrates the results from our user study. On average, the number of interactions between a participant in the STAR condition and the future step visualization feature was $5.4 \pm 4.62$. The idle time ratio of participants using STAR was 48% less than those using the telestrator ($14.5\% \pm 6.0\%$ vs. $27.9\% \pm 6.4\%$, $P < 0.001$). Participants using STAR showed 26% less recall error than those using the telestrator ($119 \pm 35$ vs. $161 \pm 34$; $P = 0.042$). The performance score for participants using STAR was approximately 10% higher than that achieved by participants using the telestrator (rater 1 = $90.83 \pm 4.95$ vs. $81.88 \pm 7.57$, $P = 0.008$; rater 2 = $88.54 \pm 7.97$ vs. $79.17 \pm 10.08$, $P = 0.042$; Cronbach $\alpha$ between raters = 0.8947). A post hoc power analysis was done (with $\alpha = 0.05$), indicating a statistical power of 0.998 for the idle time ratio metric and 0.649 for the recall error metric. For the performance score metric, post hoc statistical power was calculated independently for the results of the two raters (rater 1 = 0.879, rater 2 = 0.635).
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**FIGURE 7**: Results from the future step visualization user study.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that surgical telementoring with future step instruction excelled when compared with conventional telestrator-based telementoring. Participants using future step visualization completed the operation with proportionally less idle time, with less recall error, and with improved task performance, compared with participants using conventional telementoring. A visualization of future steps is a valuable fallback solution to the question of interrupted connection during telementoring. Trainees using future step visualization are less idle or delayed by network interruptions than trainees depending on
a robust connection with a remote mentor. Because delays in critical surgical care can greatly affect patient outcomes, our future step visualization could help save lives.

The results for recall error and performance score show the value of video clips to visualize future steps. Videos provide a good indication of the steps because they were acquired from a viewpoint similar to the trainee's and were background subtracted to only illustrate relevant details. Videos are rich content that show more than a mentor could sketch through a telestrator. We foresee that future telementoring systems could benefit from introducing a library of pregenerated instructions even during synchronous telementoring, where a mentor could initiate playback of videos for illustration purposes or to facilitate recall during training. Because the trainee can go step-by-step through the visualization, the steps themselves become more memorable, as indicated in the recall error metrics. The number of times STAR participants used the future step visualization feature (5.4 times on average) was high, considering that the operation steps were illustrated using a total of seven videos. Typically, participants would begin using future step visualization after the first time the network connection was interrupted and would continue to use it for the rest of the session.

Several limitations remain in our current implementation. First, in our user interface, the trainee presses buttons on the tablet screen to move between visualizations of each future step. Although not an issue for the patient simulator used in our study, such interactions raise questions of sterility during an actual operation. Future work will allow the trainee to progress through each step using voice commands or, alternatively, a fully autonomous prediction system.

Because the visualization's videos in the library must be pregenerated, the proportions of the patient simulator and the actual patient's body will be necessarily misaligned. It should be noted, however, that in the case of simulator training, alignment is expected to be good because video footage can identically match a patient simulator. Future work will investigate future step visualization on an actual patient, where the task of adapting stock footage is more challenging because of patient variability and would require automatically morphing and warping the captured mentor video imagery to fit different anatomy.
Beyond this potential variability, some mismatch is unavoidable between the view of the operating field as seen by the tablet camera, and the view as would be seen directly by the trainee, because the tablet camera is not co-located with the trainee’s eyes. The result is that the position and scale of the patient may appear incorrect, which could impact trainee hand-eye coordination. This is known as the “dual-view problem” in AR. Recent research into user-perspective rendering and simulated transparent displays can help overcome this by tracking the three-dimensional geometry of the operating field and the position of the trainee’s eyes to reproject imagery to the correct perspective.

Conventional tablets possess some camera latency (approximately 100 milliseconds), so the trainee will experience a minor delay between performing an action on the patient and seeing it on the tablet screen. Although we have not investigated the effect of local video latency in our AR system, previous research has indicated that video latency can adversely impact surgical performance during laparoscopic surgery. However, because all videos are displayed and rendered locally, the latency is less than in telesurgery, where a surgeon is operating remotely. In addition, local video latency is far lower than what the trainee’s idle time would be if awaiting instruction from a remote mentor without future step visualization. Emerging advances in see-through AR displays such as the Microsoft HoloLens would sidestep this latency.

Our system allows a user to adjust the transparency level of the future step overlays by accessing a menu in the user interface. However, for the sake of simplicity, this ability was not indicated to study participants and the default transparency value of 50% remained unchanged. Therefore, it would be interesting to formally evaluate different transparency levels to determine an ideal default that balances visibility of the overlaid videos with the visibility of the background operating field. Such an evaluation should also determine whether participants find value in an ability to adjust transparency on-the-fly or whether such fine level of control would be a distraction.

We plan to investigate the potential of future step visualization for patient simulator training outside of telementoring. Local availability of instructions can also benefit completely mentorless scenarios such as medical training with simulators. Semiautonomous training systems could enable independent practice (alone or in
groups) without needing direct continuous access to experts who may be in short supply. Simulator-only future step visualization is also particularly promising because the structure of a patient simulator is known in advance, so videos can always be well aligned and matched. We anticipate that future step visualization can become part of adaptive, responsive, and automated systems for trauma care and for simulator training.

We also plan to perform additional validations of future step visualization features in user studies that quantify trainee performance to situations in which no network interruptions are present. Our current investigations assumed a setting with constant network interruptions in both telestrator and STAR conditions and determined that STAR improved participant performance in such a setting. However, it would also be useful to compare against the “gold standard” in which participants had no network interruptions at all, and to determine how completely future step visualization can overcome the problem of network interruptions.

In conclusion, we have developed a method of future step visualization suitable for trainees in telementoring contexts with austere network conditions. Our system provides mentor guidance to a trainee user in context on the operating field. We conducted a user study that demonstrated that telementoring systems are more effective if trainees can keep following surgical instructions when network conditions are austere or even when a mentor is not available. Further studies should be conducted to explore the potential of future step visualization in a wider range of austere environments and in surgical training with simulators.
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